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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses Czech light verb constructions, partly revising principles of their syntactic 
structure formation formulated within the Functional Generative Description. It argues that ob-
ligatoriness of valency complementations should be reflected in these principles. Namely, the role 
of optional valency complementations of light verbs played in this process has been analyzed. This 
analysis has shown that in the cases where light verbs do not provide a sufficient number of valency 
complementations for the surface expression of semantic participants of predicative nouns, seman-
tic participants of nouns make use of optional verbal complementations; namely ORIGin, LOCative 
and BENefactor have been attested in the VALLEX lexicon. In such cases, semantic participants can 
be expressed on the surface, either as optional verbal complementation or as nominal complemen-
tation. The distribution of verbal and nominal complementations have been observed in 1,600 light 
verb constructions extracted from the Czech National Corpus, with the result that the surface ex-
pression of these participants through the optional verbal complementations is strongly preferred 
(88% of verbal complementations and 12% of nominal ones). The semantic analysis has indicated that 
the optional verbal complementations are overrepresented as they cover broader semantic contexts 
than the corresponding nominal ones.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Light verb constructions (henceforth LVCs) represent an advanced syntactic phe-
nomenon the description of which is a challenge for any syntactic theory. In this pa-
per, I follow the analysis of Czech LVCs within the Functional Generative Description 
(henceforth FGD) elaborated by Kettnerová et al. (2018). I further deepen this syntac-
tic analysis, focusing on the role of optional complementations of light verbs in the 
formation of the syntactic structure of Czech LVCs.

Czech LVCs are similar to language-specific constructions recognized in other lan-
guages, e.g., in French (Gross 1981; Gross 1996), Italian (Cantarini 2004; Jezek 2011), 
Spanish (Alba-Salas 2002), Russian (Mel’čuk 1996; Apresjan 2009), Polish (Vetu-
lani 2000), German (Polenz 1963), English (Cattell 1984; Brinton and Akimoto 1999; 

1 The research reported in this paper has been supported by the grant LINDAT/CLARIAH-CZ, 
Digital Research Infrastructure for Language Technologies, Arts and Humanities 
(LM2018101); this work has been using language resources distributed by this grant.
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Baron and Herslund 1998), Japanese (Grimshaw and Mester 1988; Miyamoto 2000), 
Korean (Choi and Wechsler 2002), Urdu (Butt 1997; 2010), Hindi (Mohanan 1994), 
and Persian (Karimi-Doostan 2005). LVCs are alternatively referred to as support 
verb constructions, constructions with function verbs, stretched verb constructions 
(Allerton 2002), or periphrastic verbal constructions (Wierzbicka 1982). The main 
similarity between these constructions is the fact that a predicate is composed of 
two elements: a semantically underspecified verb and another predicative element 
(typically a noun), both forming together a single predication. This predication ex-
hibits a discrepancy in syntax and semantics: from the pair of a predicative noun and 
a light verb, it is the noun — despite being syntactically dependent on the verb — that 
represents its semantic core.2 The semantic properties of light verbs are the subject 
of a lively debate in current linguistics. Their semantic interpretation typically var-
ies from (i) being semantically empty, see e.g., (Grimshaw and Mester 1988), (Cattell 
1984), (Mel’čuk 1996), and (Gross 1981), to (ii) having some lexical properties (Butt 
2010; Butt and Geuder 2013; Sanromán Vilas 2011; Apresjan 2009). In Czech, light 
verbs span the scale from verbs with general meaning (e.g., mít ‘to have’, dělat ‘to do’, 
dát ‘to give’, dostat ‘to get’) to verbs with more distinctive meaning (e.g., poskytnout 
‘to provide’, uložit ‘to impose’, přijmout ‘to receive’, upřít ‘to fix’). From the lexical 
semantic perspective, these verbs primarily differ in their collocational restrictions 
(compare, e.g., the light verbs dát ‘to give’, udělit ‘to grant’, uložit ‘to impose’, and 
napařit ‘to slap’ constituting LVCs with, e.g., the noun pokuta ‘fine’). 

The most thorough analysis of Czech LVCs was carried out by Macháčková (1979; 
1994) and more recently by Radimský (2010): the former work was inspired by the 
German concept of function verbs, the latter applies the basic postulates of the French 
Lexicon-Grammar theory (Gross 1981) to Czech data. A formal account of the syntac-
tic structure formation of Czech LVCs has been proposed within FGD by Kettnerová 
(2017) and Kettnerová et al. (2018). In FGD, three layers of language description are 
supposed to be necessary for a full description of LVCs: a layer of cognitive content, 
a layer of deep syntactic structure, and a layer of surface syntactic structure (Sgall et 
al. 1986; Panevová et al. 2014). For each of them, different units are posited: semantic 
participants,3 valency complementations, and clause elements, respectively. On the 

2 This interpretation is in line with Cruse’s lexical semantic analysis (1986: 103ff.), in which 
the semantic head of a LVC would be represented by the noun — not by the light verb — 
as it is the noun that semantically interacts with other parts of the sentence. For exam-
ple, the semantic clash in the following sentence with the LVC dát polibek ‘to give a kiss’ 
is produced by the interaction between the nouns polibek ‘kiss’ and policie ‘police’: Policie 
dala Janě polibek ‘The police gave Jane a kiss’. Thus it can be rectified by replacing either the 
noun polibek ‘kiss’ by, e.g., the noun pokuta ‘fine’ (Policie dala Janě pokutu ‘The police gave 
Jane a fine’) or by substituting the noun policie ‘police’ by, e.g., the noun Petr ‘Peter’ (Petr 
dal Janě polibek ‘Peter gave Jane a kiss’). On the contrary, substituting the verb dát ‘to give’ 
by the verb udělit ‘to grant’ does not remove the semantic discrepancy (Policie udělila Janě 
polibek ‘The police granted Jane a kiss’).

3 Description of the cognitive content according to FGD, which follows the distinction be-
tween meaning and content, goes beyond the scope of linguistics. However, the corre-
spondence between semantic participants, belonging to cognitive content, and units of 
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basis of the analysis introduced in Kettnerová (2017) and Kettnerová et al. (2018), 
a LVC can be defined as a noun-verb pair such that:

(i) the noun occupies a valency complementation of the verb,
(ii) none of the remaining valency complementations in the valency frame of the 

verb corresponds to a semantic participant of the verb,4

(iii) the semantically underspecified valency complementations of the verb are 
semantically saturated by semantic participants of the noun,

(iv) those semantic participants of the noun that semantically saturate valency 
complementations of the light verb are structured on the surface as the re-
spective valency complementations of the verb, i.e., as verbal dependents.

It follows from the definition that light verbs allow predicative nouns to employ their 
semantic participants in verbal structures. The number of semantic participants of 
the predicative noun employed as verbal dependents depends on the number of se-
mantically unsaturated valency complementions of the light verb. As the annota-
tion of a large number of LVCs in the VALLEX lexicon5 revealed, at least one nomi-
nal participant and at most two nominal participants are syntactically structured as 
verbal modifications in LVCs, one of them is typically that nominal participant that 
is mapped onto ACTor of the noun. Here I show that when a valency frame of a light 
verb does not provide a semantically unsaturated valency complementation for the 
semantic participant of the noun mapped onto its ACTor (sporadically PATient as 
well), this semantic participant still displays a tendency to be structured on the sur-
face as a dependent of the verb, making use of an optional complementation of the 
light verb, which stands outside the valency frame of the verb.6 In these cases, the 
surface expression of semantic participants, however, cannot fully comply with char-
acteristic (iv) as these participants can be expressed on the surface as dependents 
of either the verb or the noun. I thus refine the formal rules allowing for generation 
of well-formed LVCs, taking into account the role of optional valency complemen-
tations. I limit my study to the most frequent Czech LVCs, identified on the basis of 
the above given definition of LVCs, that are composed of a light verb and a predica-
tive noun expressed in active LVCs as the non-prepositional direct object of the light 

the other two syntactic layers is crucial for an analysis of LVCs. Here I determine the set of 
semantic participants primarily on the basis of the semantically oriented lexicons includ-
ed in the CzEngClass project (Urešová at al. 2019).

4 For the only exception see Section 2.2.
5 The VALLEX lexicon, version 4.0, contains 3,000 collocations of predicative nouns and 

light verbs (counted as combinations of a lemma of a light verb and a lemma of a pred-
icative noun), obtained from the Czech National Corpus, SYN2010, using the Sketch En-
gine (Kilgarriff et al. 2014). These collocations correspond to almost 1,500 LVCs (counted 
as individual combinations of a lexical unit of a light verb and a lexical unit of a predica-
tive noun). The lexicon is available at http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/vallex/4.0.

6 The role of obligatory valency complementation of light verbs in LVCs have been thor-
oughly described by Kettnerová et al. (2018).
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verb. From these cases, I focus on such LVCs in which a semantic participant of the 
predicative noun semantically specifies an optional valency complementation of the 
light verb; this viewpoint narrows down the range of discussed LVCs and it should be 
stressed that these cases are not numerous.

2 REPRESENTATION OF LIGHT VERB CONSTRUCTIONS IN FGD

In this section, I briefly outline the main tenets of the valency theory of FGD relevant 
for the description of LVCs (Section 2.1) and the present model of their representation 
within this framework (Section 2.2). The model builds on the assumption that LVCs 
are syntactically compositional constructions, i.e., their syntactic structures can be 
derived from the information on syntactic behavior of predicative nouns and light 
verbs.7 

2.1 VALENCY THEORY OF FGD
FGD is a dependency-oriented framework with a multilayered design. The primary 
focus of FGD is the so-called tectogrammatical layer, i.e., a  layer of linguistically 
structured meaning, roughly corresponding to the deep syntactic layer, see esp. Sgall 
et al. (1986). One of the core components of the tectogrammatical layer is valency, 
the ability of some words (primarily of verbs, but also of some nouns, adjectives and 
adverbs) to require a number of dependent words. The valent words are usually re-
ferred to as predicates. The dependent words, filling valency positions of predicates, 
represent their valency complementations.8 

In the valency theory of FGD, valency complementations are divided into actants 
(inner participants) and free modifications, see esp. Panevová (1994). With verbs, 
we distinguish five types of actants characterized by functors, i.e., labels represent-
ing the type of the dependency relation of an actant to its governing verb: ACTor, 
 PATient, ADDRessee, ORIGin and EFFect. With nouns, the actant MATerial can occur 
in addition (Piťha 1984). Actants are determined primarily on a syntactic basis. By 
contrast, free modifications, e.g., LOC (locative), TWHEN (temporal when), CAUS 
(cause), and MEANS (means), are identified primarily according to their semantics 
(see esp. Panevová et al. 2014). 

Each complementation is either obligatory or optional, see esp. Panevová (1974; 
1975). The valency frame of a predicate captures its valency structure by listing its 
obligatory and optional actants and obligatory free modifications. Optional free mod-
ifications are not part of the valency frame but they can be listed for whole groups of 
semantically similar predicates.

7 Cf. a similar approach to LVCs in the Meaning-Text Theory (Mel’čuk 1982; 1996). Never-
theless, it is worth noting that the fact that verbs and nouns within LVCs have their own 
syntactic structure is questioned by some scholars, see e.g., (Thompson and Hopper 2001).

8 In some works, this term is reserved for constructions with the predicate taking an argu-
ment of the propositional character expressed as a complement clause, see e.g., Dixon and 
Aikhenvald (2006) and Noonan (2007).
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Each valency frame comprises a set of valency positions, each of which stands 
for one valency complementation, described by a functor and in terms of obligatori-
ness.9 Moreover, possible morphemic form(s) are listed where necessary: with verbs 
they determine the surface realization of valency complementations, i.e., clause ele-
ments, in active, non-reflexive and non-reciprocal constructions.10 With nouns, they 
indicate the surface expression of valency complementations in non-reflexive and 
non-reciprocal nominal structures.11 

The valency theory of FGD has been applied in several lexical resources, esp. in the 
Prague Dependency Treebank family (Hajič et al. 2018; Hajič et al. 2012) and valency 
lexicons (Lopatková et al. 2016; Urešová et al. 2014; Urešová et al. 2016).

2.2 LIGHT VERB CONSTRUCTIONS IN FGD
LVCs have been studied within FGD esp. by Cinková (2009), Kolářová (2010), 
Kettnerová (2017) and Kettnerová et al. (2018). The theoretical results have then been 
applied in the annotation of a large amount of linguistic data in the VALLEX lexicon, 
see esp. Kettnerová et al. (2018), and they are partly reflected in the Prague Depen-
dency Treebank (Hajič et al. 2018) as well. Let me sketch the present model of the syn-
tactic structure formation of LVCs as elaborated within FGD.

2.2.1 DEEP SYNTACTIC STRUCTURE
It is possible to capture the deep syntactic structure formation of a LVC by rules rely-
ing on: (i) the valency frame of the predicative noun, (ii) the frame of the light verb 
combined with the noun, and (iii) coreference between valency complementations 
of the light verb and the predicative noun:

(i) The valency frame of the predicative noun underlies both its usage in nominal 
structures and in LVCs. Valency complementations of the noun are in one-to-
one correspondence with semantic participants (the correspondence is the 
same regardless of whether the predicative noun is used in nominal struc-
tures or in LVCs).

(ii) The valency frame of the light verb underlies its usage in LVCs. It is typically 
identical with the valency frame of its full verb counterpart, which can be 
usually identified for each light verb. The only difference in the valency frame 

9 As obligatoriness of valency complementations of nouns is often questioned and as it is 
not crucial for my explanation, I leave this information aside here. 

10 Reflexive constructions refer here to those constructions that are characterized by core-
ference of the reflexive pronoun and a valency complementation of a verb expressed in 
the subject position, typically the ACTor (e.g., Petr se vidí jako vůdce ‘Peter perceives him-
self as a leader’). Under the term reciprocal constructions, I understand those construc-
tions that involve two propositions (e.g., Petr a Marie se milují ‘Peter and Mary love each 
other’ involves Petr miluje Marii ‘Peter loves Mary’ and Marie miluje Petra ‘Mary loves Pe-
ter’), see esp. Kettnerová and Lopatková (2019). 

11 Valency of nouns within FGD has been described esp. by Kolářová (2010; 2014), Kolářová 
et al. (2019) and Panevová et al. (2014).
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of the light verb is that one of its valency complementations is reserved 
for a predicative noun (in FGD labelled with the CPHR functor, Compound 
PHRaseme).

  Valency complementations of light verbs — with respect to the semantic 
underspecification of these verbs — do not correspond to any semantic par-
ticipants, cf. Alonso Ramos (2007) and Grimshaw and Mester (1988). Only 
with causative light verbs (e.g., budit ‘to arouse’, vyvolat ‘to cause’), one of 
their valency complementations corresponds to the semantic participant In-
stigator, instigating the event expressed by the predicative noun. 

(iii) Coreference between valency complementations of the light verb and the 
predicative noun is a fundamental characteristic of LVCs. Via coreference 
with valency complementations of predicative nouns, semantically under-
specified valency complementations of light verbs acquire their semantic 
capacity.

Information (i), (ii) and (iii) is stored in the lexicon where light verbs and predica-
tive nouns forming individual LVCs are linked together. In the grammar, rules oper-
ating on individual valency frames of predicative nouns and light verbs make use of 
the information on coreference, see esp. Kettnerová et al. (2018). These rules stipulate 
first that the deep syntactic structure of a LVC consists of all valency complementa-
tions of the light verb and all complementations of the predicative noun, occupying 
the CPHR complementation of the verb, and second, that respective pairs of nominal 
and verbal valency complementations are linked by coreference. 

For example, the deep structure of the LVC chovat nenávist ‘to hold hatred’ is de-
scribed by the valency frame of the light verb chovat ‘to hold’ (1) and by the valency 
frame of the noun nenávist ‘hatred’ (2). The valency frame of the light verb chovat ‘to 
hold’ in (1) underlies its usage in other LVCs as well (e.g., chovat cit ‘have affection’, 
chovat nedůvěru ‘to have distrust’, chovat podezření ‘to have a suspicion’, chovat úctu ‘to 
have respect’). The valency frame of the noun nenávist ‘hatred’ (2) describes its usage 
in nominal structures and in other LVCs as well (e.g., pojmout nenávist ‘to start to feel 
hatred’, vzbudit nenávist ‘to arouse hatred’, vyvolat nenávist ‘to arouse hatred’). 

In the deep syntactic structure of the LVC chovat nenávist ‘to hold hatred’, valency 
complementations of both the light verb chovat ‘to hold’ (ACTor and Compound 
PHRaseme) and the predicative noun nenávist ‘hatred’ (ACTor and PATient semanti-
cally corresponding to Experiencer and Stimulus, respectively) are contained. The 
noun nenávist ‘hatred’ occupies the valency complementation CPHR of the light verb. 
The other complementation of the light verb — the ACTor — acquires semantic speci-
ficity via coreference with the ACTor of the predicative noun, see the scheme of the 
mapping of semantic participants in (3). The simplified deep dependency tree of ex-
ample (4) is provided in Figure 1 (upper part a.) below.12

12 The numbers indicate cases, pos stands for possessive adjectives or pronouns, obl marks 
obligatoriness.
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(1)  chovat ‘to hold’:  ACT1
obl CPHR4

obl

(2) nenávist ‘hatred’:  ACT2,pos PATk+3,proti+3,vůči+3

(3)  chovat nenávist ‘to hold hatred’:  Experiencern ⇒ ACTn ↔ACTv
13

  Stimulusn ⇒ PATn

(4) Muž-Ø  choval-Ø nenávist-Ø k armád-ě.
 man-NOM.SG.M held-SG.M hatred-ACC.SG.F to army-DAT.SG.F
 ‘The man held hatred for the army.’ 

2.2.2 SURFACE SYNTACTIC STRUCTURE
The surface structure of an active LVC is governed by principles operating on its deep 
syntactic structure. These principles say that from each pair of coreferring verbal and 
nominal valency complementations, only the verbal complementation is expressed on 
the surface as the morphemic forms determine for this complementation in the va-
lency frame of the light verb; the nominal complementation from this coreferring 
pair is elided from the surface. Other valency complementations outside coreference, 
be it verbal or nominal, are realized in the surface structure by the morphemic forms 
prescribed in the respective valency frames.14

For example, according to the principles given above, the valency frame of the 
light verb (1’) and the valency frame of the predicative noun (2’) underlying the sur-
face structure of the LVC chovat nenávist ‘to hold hatred’ are as follows: 

(1’) chovat ‘to hold’:  ACT1
obl CPHR4

obl

(2’) nenávist ‘hatred’:  ACTØ PATk+3,proti+3,vůči+3

From the valency frame of the light verb (1’), both the ACTor and CPHR are realized 
on the surface as their morphemic forms determine: ACTor as the subject (muž ‘man’ 
in example (4)) and CPHR as the direct object (nenávist ‘hatred’ in (4)). From the va-
lency frame of the predicative noun (2’), only the PATient is expressed on the surface 
as an adnominal attribute (k armádě ‘to army’ in (4)). The ACTor of the predicative 
noun, being coreferring with the ACTor of the light verb, see scheme (3), is deleted 
from the surface (see Ø in the lower index). See Figure 1 (lower part b.) displaying the 
simplified surface dependency tree of example (4).

13 The symbols n and v in the lower index with semantic participants and valency comple-
mentations distinguish whether they are nominal or verbal. The rightward double arrow 
shows the mapping of semantic participants onto valency complementations, the left right 
arrow marks coreference between nominal and verbal complementations. 

14 These principles have been verified in the Prague Dependency Treebank 3.0 (Kettnerová 
and Bejček 2016). Let me stress that the surface structure governed by these principles can 
be subsequently subject to other types of systemic as well as non-systemic textual ellipsis; 
on ellipsis in FGD see esp. Panevová et al. (2014). 
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The principles formulated for the surface structure of LVCs ensure that each 
semantic participant is expressed on the surface only once.15 The principles of the 
 surface expression of semantic participants within LVCs can be summarized as follows:

(ia) Nominal semantic participants that are mapped within LVCs only onto nomi-
nal valency complementations are expressed on the surface as the respective 
nominal complementations. 

(ib) Nominal semantic participants that are mapped within LVCs onto both nomi-
nal and — via coreference — verbal complementations are realized as the 
respective verbal complementations. 

(ii) The verbal semantic participant Instigator contributed to LVCs by causative 
light verbs is expressed on the surface as the verbal complementation onto 
which it is mapped.

15 In this respect, LVCs do not differ from constructions with full verbs. Only in very rare cas-
es, a semantic participant mapped onto the ACTor of a predicative noun and at the same 
time — via coreference — onto the ACTor of the light verb combined with the noun can 
be expressed twice (e.g., SváACTn podezření mají i místní obyvateléACTv ‘Local peopleACTv have 
theirACTn suspicions as well’). However, these cases are rather infrequent and their stylis-
tic appropriateness might often be questionable.

Figure 1. The simplified deep (a) and surface dependency tree (b) of sentence (4). The fine dashed ar-
row pointing from the ACTor of the noun to the ACTor of the verb in (a) represents the coreferential 
link. The lemma #Cor assigned to the nominal ACTor marks that this node is added to the deep depen-
dency tree and has no surface counterpart. The dashed arrows pointing from (a) to (b) show correspon-
dence between the deep and surface nodes. 
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For example, the LVC chovat nenávist ‘to hold hatred’ is characterized by two seman-
tic participants — Experience and Stimulus. Both are licensed by the noun nenávist 
‘hatred’, see their mappings in (3). The surface expression of Experiencer (muž ‘man’) 
follows from principle (ib) and Stimulus (armáda ‘army’) is realized in accordance 
with principle (ia).16 

3 OPTIONAL VERBAL COMPLEMENTATIONS IN ACTIVE LVCS 

Here I show that principle (ib), introduced in Section 2.2.2, requires further modifi-
cation, taking the obligatoriness of valency complementations of light verbs into ac-
count (Section 3.1). This modification is supported by a corpus analysis (Section 3.2). 
Finally, I suggest an interpretation of differences in the distribution of verbal and 
nominal complementations in the surface structure of LVCs (Section 3.3).

3.1 SURFACE REALIZATION OF NOMINAL SEMANTIC PARTICIPANTS
We can observe that semantic participants of predicative nouns in LVCs can be 
mapped — via coreference — onto optional complementations of light verbs as well. 
In these cases, the coreferring pair onto which the nominal semantic participant is 
mapped consists of a nominal valency complementation and an optional verbal com-
plementation (be it actant or free modification).17 For example, the semantic partici-
pant Speaker in the LVC dostat pokyn ‘to receive an instruction’ is mapped onto the 
nominal ACTor and — via coreference — onto the verbal actant ORIGin, which is op-
tional, see the mapping in this LVC in (7) and the valency frames (5) and (6). 

There are two options for expressing such a nominal participant on the surface: 
besides the possibility to be expressed as the respective optional verbal complemen-
tation, it can also be expressed as the respective nominal complementation. For ex-
ample, in the LVC dostat pokyn ‘to receive an instruction’, the participant Speaker 
(tajemník ‘secretary’) can be expressed either as the verbal ORIGin (od tajemníka ‘from 
the secretary’ in (8a)) or as the nominal ACTor (tajemníka ‘of the secretary’ (8b)). Let 
me stress, however, that only the first variant in (8a), not the latter one in (8b), com-
plies with principle (ib) given in Section 2.2.2. 

(5) pokyn ‘instruction’:  ACT2,od+2,pos ADDR2,3,pos PATk+3,inf,aby,ať,zda,že,cont 

(6) dostat ‘to receive’:  ACT1
obl CPHR4

obl ORIGod+2
opt

16 Let me remark that the order of nodes in the surface structure of LVCs is often non-pro-
jective: e.g., the expression s ostatními ‘with other people’ depends on the noun soucit ‘sym-
pathy’ as its PATient in both sentences Měl soucit s ostatními ‘He had sympathy with other 
people’ and Soucit, jaký měl s ostatními, byl pozoruhodný ‘Sympathy which he had with oth-
er people was remarkable’; in the latter sentence, PATient is, however, placed non-projec-
tively; on projectivity see (Uhlířová and Kučerová 2017).

17 Let me remind the reader that only optional actants are part of valency frames. In con-
trast, optional free modifications stand outside valency frames. See Section 2.1.
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(7) dostat pokyn ‘to receive an instruction’:  Speakern ⇒ ACTn ↔ORIGv

  Recipientn⇒ADDRn ↔ACTv

  Messagen ⇒ PATn

(8) a. Každý úředník-Ø dostal-Ø od tajemník-a
  each official-NOM.SG.M got-SG.M from secretary-GEN.SG.M
  pokyn-Ø, aby ve všem občanům pomáhal. 
  instruction-ACC.SG.M COMPL in all citizens helped.
 b. Každý úředník-Ø dostal-Ø pokyn-Ø
  each official-NOM.SG.M got-SG.M instruction-ACC.SG.M
  tajemník-a, aby ve všem občanům pomáhal. 
  secretary-GEN.SG.M COMPL in all citizens helped. 
  (SYN2013pub)
  ‘Each official has been instructed to assist citizens in all matters.’

To remove this inconsistency, I adjust principle (ib) by splitting it into two principles: 

— First, a nominal semantic participant that is mapped within LVCs onto a nomi-
nal complementation and — via coreference — onto an obligatory verbal com-
plementation is realized on the surface as the verbal complementation. 

— Second, a  nominal semantic participant that is mapped within LVCs onto 
a nominal complementation and — via coreference — onto an optional ver-
bal complementation is realized on the surface as either the verbal or nominal 
complementation. 

3.2 CORPUS ANALYSIS
In the data from the VALLEX lexicon, there are only three types of optional comple-
mentations of light verbs that constitute parts of coreferring pairs in LVCs: one ac-
tant ORIGin (see examples (8a) and (8b) in Section 3.1) and two free modifications: 
LOCative and BENefactor. The listed optional complementations are in most cases in 
coreference with the nominal ACTor and sporadically with the nominal PATient. In 
terms of the coreferring pairs featuring the listed optional verbal complementations, 
the following four combinations were found in the data: ACTn-ORIGv,  ACTn-LOCv, 
PATn-LOCv, and ACTn-BENv, see Table 1.18

I manually analyzed a random sample of 1,600 sentences with respect to the sur-
face expression of a semantic participant mapped onto the four coreferring pairs 
ACTn-ORIGv, ACTn-LOCv, PATn-LOCv and ACTn-BENv. For each of the 4 coreferring 
pairs, 4 different LVCs were selected and for each of the 16 selected LVCs,19 100 sen-

18 In Table 1, I use the notion lexical unit in the lexicographic sense. As light verbs form multi-
word lexical units with predicative nouns, they do not represent lexical units as such from the 
perspective of lexical semantics. However, they can be lexicographically captured in a similar 
way as individual lexical units of full verbs, see their representation in the VALLEX lexicon. 

19 For each of the 16 selected LVCs, another semantic participant is relevant: e.g., with the 
LVC dostatpf, dostávatimpf svolení ‘to get permission’, it is Speaker that is mapped onto the 
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tences were analyzed (1,600 sentences in total). The results of the manual analysis 
are summarized in Tables 2 and 3: Table 2 shows counts on the 16 selected LVCs and 
Table 3 provides summarizing statistics across the individual coreferring pairs.

The 1,600 sentences were obtained from the Czech National Corpus, SYNv7, 
synchronic corpus of written texts (Křen et al. 2017), on the basis of the query 
[lemma="verb_lemma" & tag="V[^s].*"], searching for the light verbs (clustering as-
pectual counterparts, if relevant), excluding their passive participle forms. Then the 
positive filter +5, –5 [lemma="noun_lemma" & tag="N…4.*"] was applied, returning 
the predicative nouns in the accusative case in the context of five tokens from the 
found verb lemma(s). For each LVC, first 100 sentences were manually analyzed with 
respect to whether the nominal valency complementation (column ACTn and PATn in 
Table 2) or the optional verbal complementation (column ORIGv, LOCv, and BENv in 
Table 2) was expressed on the surface. 

For each LVC, only a  single coreferring pair was relevant, e.g., in the case of 
the LVC budit soucit ‘to arouse sympathy’, either the nominal ACTor or the verbal 
 LOCative could be expressed on the surface, see Table 2. Column Ambig in Table 2 is 
relevant only for the LVCs with the coreferring pair ACTn-ORIGv. It provides numbers 
of cases in which it was impossible to determine whether the valency complementa-
tion expressed on the surface was the nominal ACTor or the verbal ORIGin: e.g., in the 
sentence Ve chvíli, kdy svolení od dědičky nedostaneme, … ‘When we do not get permis-
sion from the heiress, …’, the prepositional group od dědičky ‘from the heiress’ can be 
interpreted — with respect to the morphemic form — as either the verbal ORIGin or 
the nominal ACTor. 

Not all of the 1,600 analyzed sentences contained the semantic participants of our 
interest on the surface (the differences in the surface expression of semantic partici-
pants result especially from systemic and non-systemic ellipsis). The highest number 

nominal ACT and the verbal ORIGin, while with the LVC nalézt/naleznoutpf, nalézatimpf uspo-
kojení ‘to find satisfaction’, it is Experiencer that corresponds to the nominal PAT and the 
verbal LOC. However, I leave specific types of semantic roles of participants aside here as 
they are not highly relevant for my further explanation. 

Number 
of lexical 

units

Number 
of 

lemmas

Coreference with 
nominal comple

mentation
Example

ORIGin 6 13 ACTor přijmoutpf, přijímatimpf úplatek 
‘to take a bribe’

LOCative
17 32 ACTor vyvolatpf, vyvolávatimpf podezření 

‘to raise suspicion’

3 7 PATient najítpf, nacházetimpf zalíbení 
‘to take a liking’ 

BENefactor 4 9 ACTor otevřítpf, otvíratimpf/otevíratimpf možnost 
‘to open up a possibility’

Table 1. Basic statistics on light verbs with an optional complementation in the VALLEX lexicon.
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of instances — 90 out of 100 analyzed sentences — containing such a participant 
was found for the LVC zvednoutpf/zvedatimpf sebedůvěru ‘to increase self-confidence’. 
The smallest number (18 in total) was found for the LVC získatpf, získávatimpf uznání ‘to 
gain recognition’, see Table 2. In each of the 16 analyzed LVCs, the observed seman-
tic participants were more often expressed on the surface as the listed optional ver-
bal complementations than as the nominal complementation; only the LVCs získatpf, 
získávatimpf uznání ‘to gain recognition’ and ztratitpf, ztrácetimpf respekt ‘to lose respect’ 
represent exceptions, in which the participants of our interest were realized in the 
surface structure more often as the nominal ACTor. The following examples illustrate 
the optional verbal complementations expressed on the surface in the LVCs with the 
coreferring pair ACTn-ORIGv (9a), ACTn-LOCv (10a), ACTn-BENv (11a) and PATn-LOCv 

(12a), as found in the data. Let me stress, however, that variants with the nominal 
complementation expressed on the surface are still possible as their near paraphrases 
as examples (9b)–(12b) show. 

(9) a. Od sponzorůORIGv jsme dostali svolení. (SYNv7)
  from sponsorsORIGv got permission 

 b. Dostali jsme svolení sponzorůACTn. 
  got permission of sponsorsACTn

  ‘We got sponsors’ permission.’

(10) a. … zvířata budila v záchranáříchLOCv soucit. (SYNv7)
  … animals aroused in rescuersLOCv sympathy 
 b. … zvířata budila soucit záchranářůACTn.
  … animals aroused sympathy of rescuersACTn

  ‘Animals aroused rescuers’ sympathy.’

(11) a. Seminář … jíBENv zvedl sebedůvěru. (SYNv7)
  workshop  herBENv raised self-confidence
 b. Seminář … zvedl jejíACTn sebedůvěru.
  workshop  raised herACTn self-confidence
  ‘The workshop increased her self-confidence.’

(12) a. Král totiž našel potěšení v týráníLOCv žen. (SYNv7)
  king in fact found pleasure in tortureLOCv of women
  ‘The king found pleasure in cruelty to women.’
 b. Král totiž našel potěšení z týráníPATn žen.
  king in fact found pleasure from torturePATn of women
  ‘The king found pleasure from cruelty to women.’

In total, the optional verbal complementations expressed on the surface heavily out-
numbered the nominal ones when counted across all the LVCs (592 verbal comple-
mentations compared to 82 nominal complementations) and across all the four core-
ferring pairs as well (each of the pair subsuming four different LVCs), see Table 3. 
When proportions of the verbal and nominal complementations expressed on the 
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surface are arranged in descending order according to the number of the verbal ones, 
the ranking of the LVCs subsumed under the four coreferring pairs is as follows: the 
LVCs with the pair PATn-LOCv, ACTn-BENv, ACTn-LOCv, and ACTn-ORIGv, see column 
Verbal complementation in Table 3 and Figure 2.

Although the optional verbal complementations are preferred in the analyzed 
sentences, the proportions of the verbal and nominal complementations expressed 
on the surface differ within the coreferring pairs. These differences raise the question 
to what extent the surface expression of the semantic participants of our interest 
either as the nominal complementation or as the verbal one is independent of the 

ACTn PATn ORIGv LOCv BENv Ambig Total
dostatpf, dostávatimpf svolení 
‘to get permission’ 6 — 22 — — 15 43

přijmoutpf, přijímatimpf rozkaz 
‘to get an order’ 2 — 17 — — 12 31

získatpf, získávatimpf půjčku 
‘to get a loan’ 0 — 17 — — 12 29

získatpf, získávatimpf uznání 
‘to gain recognition’ 13 — 2 — — 3 18

buditimpf soucit 
‘to arouse sympathy’ 1 — — 21 — — 22

nalézt/naleznoutpf, nalézatimpf oporu 
‘to find support’ 1 — — 77 — — 78

vyvolatpf, vyvolávatimpf pochybnost 
‘to raise a doubt’ 7 — — 15 — — 22

ztratitpf, ztrácetimpf respekt 
‘to lose respect” 21 — — 12 — — 33

otevřítpf, otvírat/otevíratimpf možnost 
‘open up a possibility’ 3 — — — 44 — 47

uzavřítpf, uzavíratimpf přístup 
‘to close access’ 8 — — — 19 — 27

vytvořitpf, vytvářetimpf příležitost
‘to create an opportunity’ 0 — — — 68 — 68

zvednoutpf, zvedatimpf sebedůběru 
‘to increase self-confidence’ 10 — — — 80 — 90

najítpf, nacházetimpf potěšení 
‘to find pleasure’ — 5 — 74 — — 79

najítpf, nacházetimpf útěchu 
‘to find relief ’ — 1 — 42 — — 43

nalézt/naleznoutpf, nalézatimpf štěstí 
‘to find happiness’ — 0 — 21 — — 21

nalézt/naleznoutpf, nalézatimpf uspokojení 
‘to find satisfaction’ — 4 — 61 — — 65

Total 72 10 58 323 211 42 716

Table 2. A manual analysis of 1,600 sentences with the selected LVCs. 
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coreferring pair ACTn-ORIGv, ACTn-LOCv, ACTn-BENv and PATn-LOCv. To answer this 
question, I applied the χ2 test of independence. Its result shows that the null hypoth-
esis of no association between the surface expression and the type of the coreferring 
pairs can be discarded (df = 3, p-value = 9.527e–08). The effect size of association, 
measured by Cramér’s V, is, however, small (0.23).20 To conclude, there is the marked 
preference for the verbal complementations over the nominal ones across all the four 
coreferring pairs and the distribution of the verbal and nominal complementations 
is only slightly dependent on the coreferring pair. 

3.3 SEMANTIC DIFFERENCES BETWEEN VARIANTS
The analysis has shown that the optional verbal complementations are preferred over 
the nominal ones (Section 3.2). There is still the question whether the distribution of 
the verbal and nominal complementations is not semantically motivated. In other 
words, is there any semantic difference between the variants with the optional ver-
bal complementation and the variants with the corresponding nominal ones on the 
basis of which the preference for the verbal complementations can be accounted for? 

Let me start with the surface variants for which the coreferring pair ACTn-BENv 
is relevant. In these constructions, the strong preference for the verbal BENefactor 
over the nominal ACTor can be observed, see Table 3 in Section 3.2. This preference 
can be explained in terms of a tendency towards encoding (inalienable and partly also 
alienable) possession in Czech by means of the so-called possessive dative (the verbal 
BENefactor in these cases) rather than by means of the possessive pronouns/adjectives 
or the genitive case, see Piťha (1971; 1992), Macháčková (1992), and Razímová (2004).21 

20 Ambiguous instances (see column Ambig in Table 2) were disregarded here. If ambiguous 
instances of the prepositional group od+gen in the LVCs with the coreferring pair ACTn-
ORIGv were interpreted as the verbal ORIGin (e.g., Pokud nedostanou svolení od klubuORIGv … 
‘If they do not get permission from the clubORIGv …’), the effect size of association would be 
even smaller (0.18). In contrast, taking them as the nominal ACTor (e.g., Pokud nedostanou 
svolení od klubuACTn … ‘If they do not get permission from the clubACTn …’) increases the ef-
fect size to 0.44. 

21 Piťha (1971) points out that possessive dative constructions in Czech are hard to delimit as 
the possessive meaning of dative is not grammatically distinguished from other meanings 

Nominal 
complementation

Number / Proportion

Verbal 
complementation

Number / Proportion
Total

ACTn-ORIGv 21 / 0.27 58 / 0.73 79
ACTn-LOCv 30 / 0.19 125 / 0.81 155
ACTn-BENv 21 / 0.09 211 / 0.91 232
PATn-LOCv 10 / 0.05 198 / 0.95 208
Total 82 / 0.12 592 / 0.88 674

Table 3. The verbal and nominal complementations expressed on the surface in the analyzed 1,600 LVCs 
counted across the four coreferring pairs ACTn-ORIGv, ACTn-LOCv, ACTn-BENv, and PATn-LOCv.
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Macháčková (1992) observed that sentences with the possessive dative and the pos-
sessive pronouns/adjectives or the genitive case are not always semantically equiva-
lent, see examples (13a) and (14a). The variant with the possessive adjective (14a) can 
be used only in the context when Joseph already has a tooth, see example (14b). In 
contrast, the sentence with the possessive dative (13a) can be used in the context — 
which is more probable — when Joseph does not have a tooth yet but a tooth is cut-
ting, see example (13b). In addition, the variant with the possessive dative (13a) is 
suitable in the first context as well when Joseph already has a tooth and this tooth 
is growing, see example (13c). The difference in the distribution of the possessive 
pronouns/adjectives or the genitive case on the one hand and the possessive dative 
on the other can be thus boiled down to the semantic difference between the already 
existing possession and the future possession. The already existing possession can 
be expressed by the possessive pronouns/adjectives or the genitive case, see example 
(14a), and by the possessive dative as well, see example (13c), while the expression of 
the future possession is restricted to the possessive dative, see example (13b).

(13) a. Pepíčkovidat roste zub.
  ‘Joseph is teething.’
 b. Pepíček ještě nemá žádný zub, ale už mudat zub roste. 
  ‘Joseph does not have any tooth yet but a tooth is cutting now.’
 c. Pepíček už má jeden zub a ten zub mudat roste.
  ‘Joseph already has one tooth and the tooth is growing.’
(14) a. Pepíčkůvpos zub roste.
  ‘Joseph’s tooth is growing.’
 b. *Pepíček ještě nemá žádný zub a jehopos zub roste. 
  ‘*Joseph does not have any tooth yet and his tooth is growing.’

of this case but it is rather strongly contextually bound, namely, it is implied by the lexi-
cal meaning of nouns.

Figure 2. Visualized proportions of the nominal and verbal complementations expressed on the sur-
face in the manually analyzed 1,600 LVCs. The bars display the proportions across the four coreferring 
pairs of the complementations (the dark grey displays the nominal complementations and the light 
grey depicts the verbal ones).
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Let me return back to the LVCs with the coreferring pair ACTn-BENv. The similar 
semantic difference between the variant with the nominal ACTor in the form of the 
possessive pronouns/adjectives or the genitive case and the variant with the ver-
bal BENefactor in the form of the possessive dative can be observed here as well. 
The nominal ACTor implies only the already existing possession of an entity de-
noted by predicative nouns. In contrast, the verbal BENefactor can entail not only 
the already existing possession but its future possession as well. From this it fol-
lows that in the contexts concerning the already existing possession, either the 
nominal ACTor or the verbal BENefactor can be used, compare examples (11a) and 
(11b) in Section 3.2. In contrast, the verbal BENefactor is restricted to the contexts 
in which the future possession is at play, compare the semantic difference between 
the examples (15a) and (15b) found in the data. (15a) with the possessive dative, the 
verbal BENefactor, can be interpreted in two ways: Russian companies and banks 
have already been entering the capital markets or they have not entered them yet, 
while (15b) with the nominal ACTor can rather have only the former interpreta-
tion, that Russian companies and banks have already been trading on the capital  
markets.

(15)  a. Na nových opatřeních, která by například ruským firmámBENv či bankámBENv 
  uzavřela přístup k evropským kapitálovým trhům …
  ‘On new measures which would close access for Russian companiesBENv or 
  banksBENv to European capital markets’
 b. Na nových opatřeních, která by například uzavřela přístup ruských firemACTn

   či bankACTn k evropským kapitálovým trhům … (SYNv7)
  ‘On new measures which would close Russian companies’ACTn or banks’ACTn 

  access to European capital markets’

Similar differences in the variants with the other coreferring pairs involving the 
nominal ACTor can be found as well. The expression of the nominal ACTor on the 
surface is associated with the already existing possession of an entity denoted by 
predicative nouns (in (16b), for example, it is the sympathy that people have that is 
aroused by swindlers) while the expression of LOCative can additionally entail the 
future possession of this entity (in (16a), it can be the sympathy that is evoked in peo-
ple by swindlers either as an already experienced feeling or as a new feeling). 

(16)  a. Podvodníci budí u lidíLOCv soucit.
  ‘Swindlers arouse sympathy in peopleLOCv.’
 b. Podvodníci budí soucit lidíACTn. (SYNv7)
  ‘Swindlers arouse people’sACTn sympathy.’ 

The semantic difference between the already existing possession (expressed by ei-
ther the nominal ACTor or the corresponding verbal complementation) and the fu-
ture possession (expressed exclusively by the respective verbal complementation) 
would account for the complete lack of the nominal ACTor expressed on the surface 
with the LVCs vytvořitpf, vytvářetimpf příležitost ‘to create an opportunity’ (see Table 2, 
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Section 3.2) in which only the future possession is relevant, compare examples (17a) 
and (17b).22 

(17) a. Město občanůmBENv vytváří pracovní příležitosti.
  ‘The city creates job opportunities for citizensBENv.’
 b. ?Město vytváří pracovní příležitosti občanůACTn. 
  ‘The city creates citizens’ACTn job opportunities.’

The semantic account of the surface variants with the coreferring pair PATn-LOCv is 
rather different. The use of the nominal PAT semantically restricts the entity denoted 
by predicative nouns to their particular kinds, e.g., pleasure from food in (18b). In 
contrast, the verbal LOCative can be used even in the contexts when there is no such 
kind of the entity available, compare (18a) and (19a); in (19b) the use of the nominal 
PATient is semantically blocked as relief from sweeping as a particular kind of relief 
does not exist. 

(18)  a. Chcete i při přísné dietě nacházet potěšení v jídleLOCv?
  ‘Do you want to find pleasure in foodLOCv even on a strict diet?’
 b. Chcete i při přísné dietě nacházet potěšení z jídlaPATn? (SYNv7)
  ‘Do you want to find pleasure from foodPATn even on a strict diet?’

(19)  a. Nacházím útěchu v zametáníLOCv. (SYNv7)
  ‘I find relief in sweepingLOCv.’
 b. ?Nacházím útěchu ze zametáníPATn. 
  ‘?I find relief from sweepingPATn.’

4 CONCLUSION

I have shown here that even in the cases when a light verb does not have a suffi-
cient number of valency positions in its valency frame for semantic participants of 
the predicative noun combined with the verb, the nominal participants in LVCs have 
a strong tendency to be expressed on the surface as the dependent on the verb, mak-
ing use of optional complementations of the light verb as well. This tendency is at-
tested in the corpus data by those semantic participants of predicative nouns that 

22 ACTor is completely missing with the LVC získatpf, získávatimpf půjčku ‘to get a loan’ as well. 
However, in this case, a more plausible explanation for its lack is that the form of pos-
sessive pronouns/adjectives or the genitive case with the noun půjčka ‘loan’ ambiguous-
ly encodes either the ACTor or the ADDResse of the noun (e.g., in the nominal structure 
 Petrovapos půjčka ‘Peter’s loan’, Petr ‘Peter’ can be either the one who gives the loan or the 
one who receives it). It can be hypothesized, however, that in the similar cases where am-
biguity is at play, the possibility to express the nominal ACTor on the surface may not be 
completely excluded but may depend on the meaning of nouns and the contexts in which 
they are used. 
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primarily correspond to their nominal ACTor as the most prominent valency com-
plementation, and partly to their PATient. Although the speaker’s choice between 
the nominal complementation and the verbal one for the surface realization of these 
nominal participants is semantically justified, the verbal complementations are over-
represented on the surface, probably covering broader semantic contexts than the 
corresponding nominal one. 

The fact that the analyzed semantic participants of predicative nouns are primar-
ily mapped onto ACTor (sporadically onto PATient) draws our attention to the ques-
tion whether there is some hierarchy between semantic participants that determines 
which of them is expressed on the surface as verbal dependents. A crucial task in 
further research of the syntactic structure formation of LVCs thus lies in identifying 
which semantic participants of predicative nouns tend to be expressed on the surface 
as verbal dependents.
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